Draft Boarding House Regulation 2013

Please find below the submission from Perth City Council:

Registration. Building and fire safety regulations and standards within the first 12 months of occupation. The occupation is due to the requirement to inspect and approve the building for compliance with the requirements of the Act. This will ensure the safety of tenants at these Boarding Houses. It is therefore necessary to provide Boarding House Reform Officer with the opportunity to submit comments.
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Thank you again for the opportunity to provide comments on this matter.

Yours faithfully,

[Signature]

Promotion should also focus on the importance of operators seeking approval from Local Councils and the possible implications of an unauthorised boarding house. A significant impact on their overall operations is the need of promotion so the Act and Regulation requirements are met.

The Regulation does not clearly outline who is responsible for the promotion of the boarding house, boarding house premises, house, house let in lodging and hosting.

The definition of boarding premises refer to other type accommodation and reduce misinterpretations.

Reference to other sections and the Act. This will ensure consistency, accuracy. Larger the Act the definitions set out in the Regulation are not clear and need to be simplified. The definitions should be listed in one section and not make operators should be made aware of this requirement.